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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient approach for generating weathering effects with detailed appearance variations in a single
image. Previous approaches merely change chroma or reflectance of weathered objects, which is not sufficient for materials
with detailed shading and texture variations, such as growing moss and peeling plaster. Our method propagates such detailed
features via seamless patch-based synthesis driven by weathering degree distribution. Unlike previous methods, the weathering
degrees are calculated efficiently using Radial Basis Functions even for materials with wide color variations. We use graph
cut-based optimization to identify the most weathered region as a “weathering exemplar”, from which we sample weathering
patches. We demonstrate our method enables us to generate various types of detailed weathering effects interactively.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—

1. Introduction
In the real world, most objects decay over time and change their
appearance according to their material properties and surrounding
environment. Such weathering effects are important factors to enhance realism of scenes in many applications in computer graphics. Previous weathering methods [WTL∗ 06, XWT∗ 08, EKMF11]
assume that weathered materials such as fallen leaves and stains
merely change their colors or reflectance in dichromatic transition.
However, in the real world, there are a variety of weathered materials that exhibit transitions of not only their reflectance but also
detailed shading or textures such as peeling plaster and growing
moss (see Figure 1), to name but a few. Also, time-varying materials can have wider color distributions than dichromatic ones, just
like the example of stone with lichen in Figure 4.
In this paper, we propose a single-image weathering technique
that overcomes the above problems. Instead of assuming the weathering process as time-varying reflectance transition, we model
weathering as a propagation process of detailed weathering features
from highly-weathered regions. We estimate weathering degrees
using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) so that we can handle wide
color distributions of weathered objects, unlike existing methods.
We then extract a rectangular region with high weathering degrees
as a “weathering exemplar” using graph cut. We sample weathering
patches from the exemplar and spread them seamlessly via global
optimization.
In a simulation step, we update the weathering degree map to
control weathering effects. We assume that many types of weathering spread gradually around already-weathered regions, and thus
we employ a simple filtering approach by default to smoothly dilate
submitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2016.

(a) Plaster peeling

(b) Mossy growing

Figure 1: Weathering effects with complicated feature variations.
weathered regions over time. Also, our method can be easily incorporated in other image-based weathering simulations and image
editing tools, e.g., flow stain [EKMF10], lichen growth [DGA04],
and brush painting.
We demonstrate results of weathering effects produced by our
methods including lichen growth, plaster peeling, metal rusting,
and flower bloom. We also show a result of weathering transfer
that replaces weathering effects from a reference image to another.
2. Related work
There have been various research efforts aimed at generating
weathering effects using physically-based simulation. These techniques create realistic weathering effects for specific scenes, such
as flow stain [DPH96], stone erosion [DEJ∗ 99], metallic patinas
[DH96], corrosion of metal [DH96], paint peeling [PPD02], dust
accumulation [HW95], and lichen growth [DGA04]. However, they
require accurate object geometry with specialized physical parame-
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(a) De-weathering

(b) Input image and user inputs

(c) Weathering

(d) Further weathering

Figure 2: Image weathering and de-weathering using our method. Left to right: (a) a result of de-weathering; (b) the original image and
user inputs (the white/black scribbles in the red circles indicate weathered/non-weathered pixels); and (c)(d) results at different stages of
weathering. User inputs in our other results are also marked with red circles.
ters that are hard to estimate from a single image. Other techniques
[GTR∗ 06, LGG∗ 07, SSR∗ 07] captured time-varying reflectance of
materials to produce temporal variations of appearance. Although
these methods can create several visually-convincing weathering
effects, they cannot be applied to materials in a single image due
to their requirement of capturing full-time appearance transition of
target materials.
In contrast to the above approaches, a variety of methods have
been proposed for image-based material weathering. Xue et al.
[XDR11] produced weathering effects on stones by modifying the
appearance of their geometry. Endo et al. [EKMF10] and Bosch et
al. [BLR∗ 11] proposed systems for generating flow stain on objects
based on particle simulation. These methods achieve convincing results by limiting target materials and weathering effects.
For more general modeling of weathering effects, Wang et al.
[WTL∗ 06] presented a visual simulation method that acquires
time-varying appearance from BRDFs at various points on a single
material. They construct an appearance manifold, which approximates the appearance subspace caused by weathering to compute a
distribution of weathering degrees and simulate the temporal variation of material surfaces. Whereas this algorithm mainly targets
3D models, Xue et al. [XWT∗ 08] targeted to generate weathering
effects in 2D images by incorporating a decomposition scheme for
modeling reflectance variations. Bandeira and Walter [BW09] proposed an appearance map, which simplifies the appearance manifold into two-dimensional feature space and dramatically reduces
computational costs. Endo et al. [EKMF11] refined results of the
appearance map by adding high-frequency components for representing shading variations. These methods can generate visuallynatural weathering effects in some specific cases where weathered objects gradually undergo dichromatic color transition. Consequently, these algorithms fail to change reflectance with wide
color variations because chroma distribution converge into a single
color of the most weathered point. Additionally, their methods cannot produce complicated appearance variations (e.g., texture patterns) because they change only reflectance or add high-frequency
components for representing weathering effects. In our method, we
model reflectance with such wide color variation using Radial Basis Functions, with which we can plausibly compute the distribution of weathering degrees. Then, we propagate the appearance features by sampling patches from salient weathering exemplars and
pasting them on target positions based on both the weathering de-

grees and appearance coherency. This algorithm can generate the
detail-aware weathering effects that cannot be produced by existing approaches.
Texture synthesis and completion. The steps of sampling and
pasting patches in our approach are related to texture synthesis
and image completion. A comprehensive review of these methods is out of our focus, and we only refer to several methods
that have important relationships with our method. Efros and Freeman [EF01] proposed a texture synthesis technique based on stitching of texture patches. This algorithm is improved in several directions, such as graph cut-based stitching [KSE∗ 03] and energy
optimization [KEBK05, HZW∗ 06]. For image completion, Wexler
et al. [WSI07] and Simakove et al. [SCSI08] proposed a global
optimization-based technique that can obtain more consistent fills.
Barnes et al. accelerated these methods by a fast randomized patch
search algorithm called PatchMatch [BSFG09, BSGF10]. Darabi
et al. [DSB∗ 12] demonstrated more generalized patch-based optimization by integrating image gradients into the patch representation. Although these methods achieve convincing fills with
global consistency, they may fail when holes are large against
sampling regions of patches. Our synthesis of weathering effects
can be broadly regarded as an image completion problem, where
non-weathered regions are holes and weathered regions are exemplars. Due to the drawbacks mentioned above, existing techniques
for texture synthesis or image completion will fail if we apply
them directly because weathered regions are often sparse and nonweathered regions are large against the weathered regions. Even
worse, if we extract weathered regions with a threshold, they have
many small holes with complicated boundaries, and thus cannot be
directly used for synthesis. In this paper, we first generate a holefree weathering exemplar from the most weathered pixels. We can
successfully compute textures to cover non-weathered regions using the exemplar via patch-based optimization that enables seamless transition from highly-weathered regions while maintaining
neighboring-patch coherence.

3. Image weathering with complicated feature variation
An overview of our method is illustrated in Figure 3 and Algorithms 2 and 3. Given an input image, the user extracts target objects using, e.g., GrabCut [RKB04] or a general image editing tool.
For the object region, the user specifies the most and least weathsubmitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2016.
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(c) Weathering exemplar
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(d) Shading

(a) User input

(b) Weathering degree map

(e) Updated weathering degree map

(f) Output

Figure 3: Overview of our method. (a) Given an object region of the input image, the user specifies the most weathered pixels (white) and
least weathered pixels (black) with scribbles. (b) The weathering degree map is then computed based on Radial Basis Function interpolation.
(c) The highly-weathered region is extracted using graph cut and the weathering exemplar is generated by filling the holes. At the same time,
(d) the shading map is computed. (e) When the weathering degree map is updated, (f) weathering patches sampled from the exemplar and
the shading are composed according to the degree map.
Algorithm 1 Computing weathering properties
Inputs: input image I and the most/least weathered pixels Ω
(Option: mask that defines object regions to be weathered)
Outputs: weathering degree map D, global shading S, and
weathered texture Z
1: α ← argminα E(α); // Eq. 1
2: for each pixel p ∈ I do
3:
f p ← F EATURE V ECTOR(L p , a p , b p , x p , y p , σa , σs );
4:
D p ← I NTERPOLATE U SING RBF S(f p , fi∈Ω , α); // Eq. 2
5: end for
6: Labels L ← argminL E(L, D); // Eq. 3 (Sec. 3.3.1)
7: R ← F IND R ECTANGLE W ITH SAT(L); // Sec. 3.3.1
8: T ← M AKE E XEMPLARW ITH H OLE F ILLING(I, R, L);
9: S ← C OMPUTE G LOBAL S HADING(I, D, L); // Sec. 3.2
10: Z ← O PTIMIZE T EXTURE T ILES(I, T, D, L); // Sec. 3.3.2
ered pixels with scribbles (Figure 3(a)). We use these pixels as
samples to construct a smooth function that interpolates the weathering degree in a high-dimensional feature space. We solve the
function interpolation problem efficiently using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs). Using the constructed nonlinear function, a weathering degree map is computed immediately (Figure 3(b)). Then,
the most weathered region is identified from highly-weathered pixels using graph cut. The extracted region often has various holes,
and thus the holes are completed using the existing image completion technique to obtain a weathering exemplar, which consists of
salient features of the most weathered region (Figure 3(c)). At the
same time, global shading of the object is extracted based on the
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Algorithm 2 Weathering synthesis
Inputs: input image I, weathering degree map D, global shading
S, and weathered texture Z
Output: weathered image I ′
1: D ← U PDATE W EATHERING D EGREE(D); // simulation or
manual editing (Sec. 3.5)
2: D′ ← R ECTIFY W EATHERING D EGREE(D); // Sec. 3.4
3: I ′ ← S YNTHESIZE W EATHERED T EXTURE(I, D′ , S, Z);
weathering degrees. The shading map roughly represents the surface details (Figure 3(d)). When we update the weathering degree
map (Figure 3(e)), the weathered object is generated by propagating weathering patches sampled from the weathering exemplar via
global optimization that preserves appearance consistency, guided
by the degree map. Finally, the resultant image is obtained by combining the weathering effects with the global shading (Figure 3(f)).
We explain details of the processes in the following sections.
3.1. Weathering degrees based on Radial Basis Functions
The function interpolation with RBFs has been used widely in
computer graphics, such as 3D surface reconstruction from pointcloud data [CBC∗ 01], edit propagation [LJH10], and material deformation [BBO∗ 10]. In this paper, we represent distribution of
weathering degrees as a smooth function in a high-dimensional
feature space. This is based on an observation that weathering degrees are smoothly varying in feature space of both visual appearances and spatial locations. This approach can plausibly compute
the distribution of weathering degrees with wide color variation,
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unlike the previous techniques based on the appearance manifold
[WTL∗ 06, XWT∗ 08] and the appearance map [BW09, EKMF11],
as discussed in Section 2. Additionally, the computational cost is
significantly low because it depends on the number of RBFs centered at the user-specified pixels, for which only a few dozens or
hundreds of pixels are required in our method.
To compute a weathering degree map, we first determine the coefficient of each RBF. A weathering degree of each pixel is calculated as linear combination of RBFs. Let Ω denote a set of pixels
2
within the user-specified scribbles. We assign an RBF φ(r) = e−r
to each pixel i ∈ Ω, and calculate its coefficient by solving the following least-squares problem:
E(α) =

∑ (di − ∑ α j φ(∥fi − f j ∥))2 ,

i∈Ω

(b) Result of [BW09]

(c) User inputs of ours

(d) Result of ours

(1)

j∈Ω

where fi = (Li /σa , ai /σa , bi /σa , xi /σs , yi /σs ) is a feature vector,
which consists of a visual feature and a spatial feature. Li , ai and
bi are luminance and chroma values in Lab color space while xi
and yi are normalized pixel coordinates. σa and σs are parameters for controlling effects of appearance and spatial locality. We
use σa = 0.2 and σs = 50 based on our observation that weathering effects are distributed more widely in spatial space compared
to color space. α j are unknown coefficients and di is a weathering degree in each scribble, where the least weathered pixels have
di = 0.01 and the most weathered pixels di = 1. Similarly to Li et
al. [LJH10], we solve the optimization problem using non-negative
least-squares [LH74] to compute the binding coefficient αi .
Using the computed coefficients α, we calculate a weathering
degree D p ∈ [0, 1] of each pixel p:
Dp =

(a) User inputs of [BW09]

∑ αi φ(∥f p − fi ∥).

(2)

i∈Ω

Figure 4 illustrates a comparison of the weathering degree maps
calculated using different methods. The appearance-based method
[BW09] succeeds in identifying the brown stone as low degrees and
the green lichen as high degrees. However, it fails to assign high
degrees to the white lichen because the method bases only on two
distinct pixels specified by the user as the least/most weathered.
Alternatively, if the user selects the most weathered pixel in the
white lichen, the green lichen will not be labeled as “weathered”
but labeled as “non-weathered”, which is strange. In contrast, our
method can sample multiple distinct sets of pixels and construct
a smooth function that interpolates weathering degrees in feature
space, and therefore we can plausibly compute weathering degrees
of the both green and white lichen.
3.2. Global shading
We seek to propagate appearance features of weathering effects
using patch-based synthesis. However, directly pasting the weathering patches onto target positions sometimes erases the intrinsic
shape of the underlying object. Because the intrinsic shape appears
in the global shading, we can preserve the object shape by keeping
the shading. Therefore, we compute global shading in advance and
then compose it with the patches.
We compute the global shading based on weathering degrees

Figure 4: Comparisons of weathering degree maps of [BW09]
and our method. (a) Previous methods [WTL∗ 06, XWT∗ 08, BW09,
EKMF11] only allow a single pixel for each of the least/most
weathered points, e.g., the least weathered point in the stone and
the most weathered point in the green lichen. Thus, (b) they fail
to classify the white lichen as a weathered region. In contrast, (c)
from multiple sets of pixels, (d) our method can continuously estimate weathering degrees for both green and white lichens.
similarly to [XWT∗ 08, BW09]. In a weathered object with complicated appearance variation, it is difficult to decompose intrinsic
shading of the object and detailed shading of weathering effects.
However, for less-weathered regions, the intrinsic shading of the
object seems to stem from differences of luminance components
of pixels with the same weathering degrees. Based on this observation, we modify the shading computation in [XWT∗ 08, BW09]
by simply sampling pixels only from less-weathered regions. We
utilize the result of binary segmentation described in Section 3.3.1
for identifying the less-weathered regions. We uniformly partition
weathering degrees in the less-weathered region into 20 discrete
intervals and calculate average luminance values µk for each inlum
terval k. Then, we divide luminance I p,k
of each pixel p in interval k by the corresponding average luminance µk to compute the
lum
global shading S p,k (Figure 3(d)), i.e., S p,k = I p,k
/µk . The remaining highly-weathered regions keep original luminance because appearances of the regions remain unchanged during weathering simulation.

3.3. Patch-based weathering propagation
We generate weathering effects by propagating weathered features
in a patch basis using weathering degrees, unlike the previous methods that change only chroma or reflectance. As briefly discussed
in Section 2, directly using the existing texture synthesis techniques [BSFG09, SCSI08, WSI07, DSB∗ 12] is difficult in our case
because weathered regions are often sparse and have small holes.
submitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2016.
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Weathered

Weathering exemplar

(a) [BSFG09]

(b) [DSB∗ 12]

(c) Ours

Figure 6: Comparison of synthesis of weathering effects. (a)(b)
While existing methods generate visually-inconsistent texture, (c)
our method generates detailed weathered texture.

Figure 5: Search of weathering patches. For the target patch (red
grid), an optimal patch in weathering exemplar is computed based
on differences of colors in overlapping pixels (orange blocks) with
neighboring patches (white) and constant pixels (blue blocks).
We generate such complicated weathering effects in the following processes. First, we identify the most salient weathered samples, called weathering exemplar, from highly-weathered regions
using graph cut. Then, we find optimal patches of weathering via
global energy optimization guided by weathering degrees. Finally,
we synthesize the patches and global shading to generate weathering effects. We explain the details in the following sections.
3.3.1. Weathering exemplar
In our method, the weathering exemplar is defined as a rectangular
region that includes the most salient weathered features. Given a
weathering map, we first perform binary segmentation, similarly
to [BJ01], to label weathered and non-weathered regions. Based
on our knowledge that salient weathered pixels are often located
densely in various natural images, we define a cost function E(L)
using the weathering degrees D:
E(L) = ∑ − logU p (D p , L p ) + λ ∑ [L p ̸= Lq ]Vp (D p , Dq ),
p

{
U p (D p , L p ) =

(3)

p,q∈N

Dp
1 − Dp

if L p ∈ “weathered”
otherwise.

where L p ∈ {“weathered”, “non-weathered”} denotes binary labels, N is the set of pairs of neighboring pixels, and [·] denotes the
indicator function taking 1 if the argument is true and 0 otherwise.
Vp is a smoothness term and λ is a coefficient that determines the
relative importance of the smoothness term. We use Vp (D p , Dq ) =
exp(−β(D p − Dq )2 /dist(p, q)), where dist(p, q) is the Euclidean
distance of neighboring pixels and β = (2⟨(D p − Dq )2 ⟩)−1 is a
constant value, where ⟨·⟩ denotes the average, as described in
[RKB04]. In our experiment, λ is set to 20 for all the results. We
can efficiently solve the energy minimization problem using graph
cut. Then, we extract a rectangular that includes the most pixels
labeled as “weathered” (Figure 3(b), red). The size of the rectangular is 150 × 150 pixels in our system. This can be computed in
real time using a summed area table (SAT) [Cro84]. The extracted
region often has holes (Figure 3(c), left) that will cause noisy
submitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2016.

weathering effects. Furthermore, pixels inside the holes will be unchanged even when weathering degrees increase significantly. To
avoid these problems, we fill them in using PatchMatch [BSFG09]
(Figure 3(c), right).
3.3.2. Weathering patch search via global optimization
After generating the weathering exemplar, we spread weathering
patches sampled from it to the whole region of the target object. In
this process, we keep the pixels with label “weathered” unchanged
because they are considered as weathered completely. To synthesize texture-preserving weathering effects, we compute weathering
patches in an input image I, which are sampled from the weathering exemplar T in the following steps. First, we randomly sample patches from the weathering exemplar and tile them so that
they have overlaps with neighboring patches, similarly to the image quilting techniques [EF01, KEBK05]. In our system, the width
of the overlap on one side is 1/4 of the tile size. Then, we iteratively
update the patches based on a global distance measure d(I, T ). We
show a schematic illustration in Figure 5. For each patch (red grid)
in the input image, we search for optimal patches that minimize
SSD (sum of squared differences) of colors in overlapping pixels
(orange pixels) with neighboring patches (white grid) and pixels
labeled “weathered” (blue pixels). d(I, T ) is defined as follows:
d(I, T ) = ∑ p⊂I minq⊂T (K p Gdat (p, q)
+(1 − K p )Gneighbor (p, q)),

(4)

where Gdat is the SSD of colors of weathered pixels in patches
(blue pixels), Gneigbor is the SSD of colors of overlapping pixels
with neighboring patches (orange pixels). K p is a rectified weathering degree for which the weathering degree of a “non-weathered”
pixel is set as 0 but that of a “weathered” pixel is unchanged.
This distance measure d(I, T ) prioritizes the appearance similarity in highly-weathered regions, and otherwise maintains visual
coherence among neighborhoods. This optimization can generate
a natural-looking weathered texture that satisfies not only seamless transition with the already-weathered regions but also conservation of appearance features of the weathering exemplar. In our
implementation, we apply coarse-to-fine refinement in two steps
while changing sizes of weathering patches. We first search for the
patches using 60 × 60 pixels for preserving global structures of the
weathering exemplar, and then update the patches using 20 × 20
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Figure 7: Various objects at different stages of weathering. For each triplet of images, the left one is the input image, and the others are
weathering results.
pixels to represent more detailed features. The patch search process can be accelerated using PatchMatch [BSFG09] with a modification of the offset for looking up neighboring patches, i.e., from
one pixel to the overlapping tile size. In the synthesis process, we
use the minimum error boundary cut [EF01] to determine the cut
between the neighboring overlapped blocks.

chroma channels in Lab space, respectively. We use τ = 0.7 for all
results in this paper, except Figure 11(b).
Figure 6 shows a comparison between our weathering synthesis
and the existing methods [BSFG09, DSB∗ 12]. In contrast to previous methods that generate visual inconsistency, our method creates
visually-coherent textures that preserves detailed features of weathering effects.

3.4. Weathering effects rendering
Using the global shading and the weathering patches in the previous
section, the final image I ′ is generated. Let I be the input image, Z
be the weathered texture that is generated to cover non-weathered
regions using weathering patches, and S be the shading map. In this
process, the luminance values in Lab color space are multiplied by
shading values. Here, we synthesize the weathered texture in the
pixels whose weathering degrees D are more than a threshold τ
because we assume that the weathering effects start to appear in
regions where weathering degrees are above the certain threshold.
Following this, the final image is computed as:
′
Ilum
= (D′ Zlum + (1 − D′ )Ilum ) ∗ S,

(5)

′
Ihue
= D′ Zhue + (1 − D′ )Ihue ,

(6)

D′ =

{

D
0

if D > τ
otherwise.

where ∗ denotes channel-wise multiplication, the terms with subscript lum denote the luminance channel and those with hue denote

3.5. Weathering simulation and editing
We generate weathering effects by updating the weathering degree
map automatically or manually. For automatic update, our method
can adopt several techniques; smooth expansion of weathered regions by adding a smoothed degree map [BW09,EKMF11], overall
update of a weathering degree map based on the time-dependent
function [XWT∗ 08], and the particle flow simulation [EKMF10].
In the particle simulation, we can easily use their technique for
our task by replacing the amount of flow stains to weathering degrees. In other words, the weathering degree of each pixel increase
when particles pass through the pixel. For more free editing, we offer a weathering brush that increases/decreases weathering degrees
based on distances from the center of the brush circle. We consider
Gaussian distribution in the circle to define the amount of change in
the pixels for each time step when the user drags a target position.
The users can select the editing methods of the weathering effects
according to their purpose. In this paper, we use the smooth expansion method for all results except Figure 8, where we used the
weathering brush for editing both weathering and de-weathering in
a single object.
submitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2016.
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(a) User inputs

(b) De-/weathering

Figure 8: Weathering and de-weathering using our brush interface.
(a) After specifying the most and least weathered pixels in an input
image, (b) the user can edit both weathering and de-weathering of
the object simultaneously.
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Figure 9: Gradual weathering using multiple weathering exemplars. Left to right: an original image with user inputs that include
weathered pixels and an intermediate weathering exemplar (yellow
rectangle); paint peeling; and plaster peeling.

4. Results
We implemented our prototype system with C++, and ran the program on a PC equipped with a 2.8 GHz CPU and 8 GB of memory.
The sizes of input images are about HD resolutions (e.g., Figure 2 is
1000 × 667 pixels and Figure 3 is 1024 × 681 pixels). In our experiments, the average computation time for the weathering degrees
was approximately 0.1 seconds, the generation of a weathering exemplar was approximately 0.5 seconds, and search of weathering
patches was approximately 3 seconds. Note that these processes
are computed once and a phase of updating weathering degrees as
well as synthesizing weathering patches can be computed instantly
(e.g., within 0.01 seconds for each time step).
Weathering and de-weathering. Figure 7 shows results of object weathering using our method. The various types of weathering effects are plausibly generated, such as metal rusting, paint
peeling, lichen growing, and flower bloom. Figure 2 demonstrates
results of de-weathering and weathering, where bricks appear in
the weathering examples whereas plaster surfaces are recovered in
the de-weathering example. We generate the de-weathering effects
by simply inverting the specified weathered/non-weathered pixels.
Figure 8 is an example of weathering and de-weathering, where the
user interactively edited the image using our brush interface.
Gradual weathering with multiple weathering exemplars. Our
method can also generate gradual weathering with different effects.
For this, the user additionally specifies the intermediate weathered
regions with rectangles as weathering exemplars. Then, an average
weathering degree of each rectangular region is assigned to the corresponding exemplar. When the weathering degree map is updated,
the weathering effects are synthesized by blending two weathered
textures generated from the exemplars that have nearest degrees to
target pixels. Note that the two nearest textures are blended linearly
without using a threshold in Equations (5) and (6). Figure 9 shows
the result of the gradual weathering with two exemplars. In this
case, the paint of the wall first peels and then the plaster peels.
Weathering transfer. We can easily apply weathering transfer by
replacing the weathering exemplar with a different exemplar of a
reference image. This can be done with simple user inputs, i.e.,
the user specifies the least/most weathered pixels with scribbles in
the reference image. Figure 10 illustrates the result of weathering
transfer. The green moss is replaced with yellow lichen naturally.
submitted to EUROGRAPHICS 2016.

(a) Input image

(b) Reference image (c) Weathering transfer

Figure 10: Weathering transfer. (a) Given an input image, (b) the
yellow lichen of the reference image is transferred to the input image. (c) The green lichen is replaced by the yellow lichen.
4.1. Discussions
Subtle variations of weathering. Our method synthesizes weathering texture in pixels where weathering degrees are above a
threshold (Section 3.4). In other words, the threshold determines
when weathering effects start to appear and the effects are linearly
blended with the original luminance or hue, as in Equations (5) and
(6). A relatively-higher threshold works well for weathering effects
that change the texture completely (e.g., peeling and mossy growing). For more subtle weathering effects such as stains with small
color variations, our method can synthesize natural results by setting the threshold lower. Figure 11 shows weathering effects using
different thresholds. Note that we use a fixed threshold τ = 0.7 for
all other results in this paper because our target weathering effects
with complex variations often change the texture completely, from
clean to fully weathered.
Robustness against user inputs. Figure 12 shows a comparison
of weathering degree maps with different user inputs. Our method
is often robust against the selection of most/least weathered pixels, and it achieves a plausible result with a few inputs thanks to
our RBF-based interpolation in the high-dimensional feature space.
Even if user inputs affect weathering degree maps sensitively, users
can try again easily thanks to the simple user inputs and fast feedback to obtain a desirable result.
Comparisons. Figure 13 shows comparisons with existing methods [BW09, EKMF11]. The existing techniques generate visuallyunnatural results because chroma of the each object converges into
a single color such as the originally-brown wall. Additionally, detailed features of the weathered regions (e.g., brick patterns or
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(a) User inputs

(b) τ = 0.1

(c) τ = 0.7

Figure 11: Weathering synthesis using different thresholds τ in Eqs.
(5) and (6). (a) an input image and user inputs; (b) result with
threshold τ = 0.1; (c) result with threshold τ = 0.7.
creeping ivy) are lost. In contrast, our method generates plausible weathering effects that preserve such detailed features of the
weathered regions.
Limitations. Our method has several limitations. First, if the input image contains only few weathered regions, we cannot create
a coherent weathering exemplar and thus the generated weathering
effects will be inconsistent. In this case, we should make an exemplar using another image based on the weathering transfer technique described above. Second, although we demonstrate several
de-weathering results, it remains a challenging problem in case that
appearance of an object surface drastically changes by weathering
effects (Figure 14). In such case, it is difficult to reconstruct the
original shape of the object after removing the weathering effects.
We also consider that the computation of global shading should be
improved to handle more various objects that have complex shapes.
Finally, our method currently does not account for the perspective
distortion of weathering effects, which we will be able to handle by
adding some annotations, e.g., control meshes.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented an image-based weathering technique for generating weathering effects with complicated feature
variation. Our method propagates the detailed features via patchbased global optimization guided by a weathering degree map. The
weathering degree map is calculated using Radial Basis Functions
for handling materials with wide color variations, unlike previous
methods. For generating visually-natural weathering effects, we
first create a weathering exemplar including salient weathered features using graph cut, and then synthesize the patches sampled from
it while preserving coherency. We have demonstrated our method
generates various types of detailed weathering effects interactively.
In future work, we would like to improve the weathering exemplar by sampling patches not only from a rectangular region but
also from the whole weathered region to account for a wider variety of weathering features, which will also suppress repetitions
of similar image patches. Additionally, we would like to automatically extract multiple exemplars that can represent gradual weathered stages and construct layered structure of different weathering
texture, similarly to the layer-based texture synthesis technique [?],
for richer representation of the weathering process and evolution of
boundaries between the weathered and non-weathered regions.

Figure 12: Comparison of weathering degree maps with different user inputs. The upper row shows user inputs and the lower
shows resultant weathering degree maps. Our method is often robust against the selection of most/least weathered pixels.
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